Zumba parties designed
exclusively for your kids
ages (4-7yrs) (8 - 12yrs) (13-18yrs)
ages are approximate and can be tailor to your needs & age range.

Safe and effective, kids can't wait to get into
Zumbatomic groove!

What is Zumbatomic?.....simple..... Zumba for your Kids
Sure, chillin' out is cool. But rockin' out is a blast!
That's why you're kids are gonna love the Zumbatomic® fitness program. It's a fast-forward
fusion of the Zumba program's moves (salsa, pop, cumbia, reggaeton, hip-hop and more)
and workouts designed to let kids between the ages 4-12 max out on fun and fitness
all at the same time.

Safe and effective, kids can't wait to get into the Zumbatomic party mood.

Watch their excitement and energy levels soar as they get into the groove.

The age gorups are split for example 4-7years and/or 8-12 years.
Ages are approximate and can be tailor to your needs & age range.

Zumbatomic® party program is FUN, FUN,FUN and what a great alternative to other
childrens party ideas. Zumba mixed with party games and entertaining activities ...adding
to the fun and excitment and getting them to interact with each other.

If you have never seen a Zumbatomic® class, you can take my word for it, the children can
shake and move with the best of them! A lot of laughter had by all.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p17gUcH1xSc

PARTY ONE
45 Minutes - 1 Hour entertainment, Zumbatomics routine.
Give out sweets/small prizes for best dancer etc.
Gift of Zumba bracelet/bag for party girl/boy
Cost: £100.00

PARTY TWO
1 Hour 30 Minutes entertainment, Zumbatomics routine
Plus Pass the Parcel/games
Provide Prizes
Gift of Zumba Bracelet/bag for party girl/boy
Cost: £150.00

PARTY THREE
2 Hours 30 Minutes entertainment, Zumbatomics routine
Plus give out sweets/small prizes for best dancer etc.
Plus Pass the Parcel/games
Plus Disco and DJ for the duration of the party
Additional hourly rate £60
Gift of Zumba Bracelet/bag for party girl/boy
Cost: £250.00
If food is required add £4.00 per head for cold food or
£6.00 per head for cold food

CONTACT : Ashley Noton on 07766 141 570 or Rosa Cristini on 07721 038 823.

